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THE FAILURE OF THE BILDÜNGSROMAN 
JEAN RHYS AND VOYAGE IN THE DARK

Judith E. Dearlove
In 1958 when the B.B.C. decided to dramatize her novel. Good Morning 

Midnight, Jean Rhys was living in obscurity, her new works were not being 
published, and her earlier novels had gone out-of-print. The B.B.C. production 
reversed all that, and the novelist who had disappeared after moderate critical 
success in the 1930*s, was hailed as an artist who had been ahead of her times, 
anticipating many of the feminist issues of the I960’a. I can recall arguing, 
for example, that Rhys exposed the conflict between characters who displayed 
traditionally "female attributes" - such as innocence, generosity, and compassion 
- and a "male-oriented" society. After having witnessed almost a decade of 
"down-sizing" in corporate America, however, I have realized that Rhys's 
significance extends beyond gender boundaries to the collapse of genre in the 
twentieth century. Or at least, to the failure of the Bildungsroman in a world 
where money - not knowledge - leads to power, where extrinsic attributes and 
possessions, not internal lessons and beliefs, lead to value.

A Bildungsroman is the story of an education. Typically, it is a novel about 
a young person growing up. In the process, the youth learns who he is, either 
literally (by discovering his lineage and patrimony), or figuratively (by 
choosing his value system); what the world is like, both physically and socially; 
and how he will fit into that world in the future. Although the first two 
lessons are often emphasized in definitions of the Bildungsroman,  ̂the third 
lesson determines the success of the protagonist. The maturation process is not 
complete until the youth has discovered not simply who he is and what the world 
is like, but more importantly, how to reconcile his individua?, identity with the 
external world. Although the reconciliation 'of internal and external realms is 
inevitably problematic, a successful protagonist must discover some viable 
relationship .between himself and his world. The relationship need not be one of 
endorsement. .The'youth may opt to become a part of the established society, or 
he may opt, like Stephen Dedalus in A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, to 
undergo a self-in^>osed exile. Although his education is not yet complete at the 
end of the book, Stephen Dedalus is correct in rejecting the artificial * 
constraints put upon him by society in favor of a value system the novel 
supports. His decision to become an exile is portrayed as a conscious, 
deliberate, and affirmative act which his experiences have prepared him to make. 
Whether the protagonist of a Bildungsroman chooses to become an ideal member of 
society or an exile from ideals, his education permits him to shape his future.
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In telling the story of an education, the Bildungsroman makes three 
assumptions. First, education is possible; experience can lead to insight.
Second, knowledge equals power; by understanding himself and his world, a youth 
can control his position in that world. Third, a place exists in society for the ^ 
educated figure; the reward of the maturation process is assumption of one's 
rightful position in the world. None of these assumptions is valid in the world 
Rhys describes. Experience does not necessarily lead to insight, nor does 
education itself necessarily make any difference in the characters' lives.
Knowledge does not equal power; money does. Protagonists are not rewarded at the 
end of the maturation process by assumption of, their rightful place in society 
because there is no place for them. Although the protagonists undergo the 
prerequisite hardships, no initiation awaits them at the end of their trials, 
because internal lessons and external worth are unequivocally split. Instead of 
discovering who they are, Rhys's figures become increasingly incapable of 
understanding or evaluating themselves. Instead of learning how to survive in the 
world, they are destroyed by it.

Although the names of Rhys's protagonists vary with each novel, the novels 
recount the same basic story of a morally and socially innocent woman, who moves 
from the illusory security of a relationship (be it with her family, her husband, 
or her*lover) to the indifference of an impersonal world. She goes seeking 
warmth, affection, and beauty, and finds in their stead cold materialism. She 
becomes dependent upon men to provide the only thing that counts in society: 
money. But the men she cares for keep walking out of her life. Despite her 
experiences, Rhys's heroine finds neither a place in society nor the independence 
of a self-determined exile. She ends up alone, usually impoverished.

The nature of the unresolvable tension Rhys unveils between the Bildungsroman 
and a world where worth is totally external, is perhaps beat understood by 
examining the conflict as Rhys formulates it in one of her novels. Voyage in the 
Dark (1934)^ begins after Anna Morgan, a young woman who had been born and raised 
on an unnamed West Indian island;-goes to England and becomes a chorus girl. In 
London she falls in love with a man who eventually leaves her. Onable to recover 
from his departure, Anna seeks affection from a series of men, but receives 
instead payment for her sexual favors. In an amazingly grim ending, the 
protagonist recovers from an abortion and is ready, as her doctor implies, to 
resume prostitution.*

Anna's world is depicted as a place where the only values are economic, where 
"[pjeople are much cheaper than things" (39), where there's no friend like 
banking half of everything you get (99), where the dirt is swept under the bed if 
you have money (26), where if you are a poor hymn singer (34), or a woman without 
money, you are invisible, where purity is only part of the merchandising: "There 
was an advertisement at the back of the newspaper: 'What is Purity? For Thirty-
five Years the Answer has been Bourne's Cocoa,"' (49). The definition of purity 
is controlled by the advertisers in the same way that the appearance of virginity 
is used by clever prostitutes. Indeed, the conflation of value systems and 
monetary worth makes prostitution a particularly apt metaphor for personal 
relationships: one buys one's associates just as one buys the right to be rude to 
people (11). Although we may be uncomfortable with Anna's observation that it 
Would be beastly to be among "the ones without any money" (22), we understand the 
comment and accept its ̂ implications. Anna is right. People do laugh "at girls 
who are badly dressed" (21). The glance of a passing stranger can make you want 
to run 'away (85). It is "terrifying - the way they look at you. So that you 
know that they would see you burnt alive without even turning their heads away,"
(103).

Despite her knowledge that money is the only thing that counts in her vrorld,
Anna is unable to operate according to a monetary value system. Despite her 
friends* advice (38,- 120), she does not manipulate men in order to get more money 
from them; she does not demand an expensive flat; she does not even think of 
taising money by selling Walter'.s letters. Whereas success in her society comes

\ \
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(fom calculated investment, Anna impulsively and emotionally renounces her 
control (32) . She falls financially because she cares for Halter emotionally., 
(falter becomes her entire life: he is her reason for dressing and eating and 
sleeping (63). Without him, Sundays are empty and purposeless (35). When Halter 
(¡ouches Anna, her heart jumps (90), and when he leaves her, she becomes like a 
hurt foot that keeps jerking long after one has stopped thinking about it (123).

While we may sympathize with Anna, Rhys prevents us from identifying with her 
aligning the book's structural strategies with the value system of Anna's 

world. Unlike A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, there is no higher view 
point that endorses the protagonist's choices; no imagery supporting her values;
00 atream-of-consciousness sanctioning her experiences. Rhys restricts her novel 
almost exclusively to the world of external appearance. Although we may not 
approve of a materialistic world that bases value upon externals, we are forced 
ÇO evaluate the character and her position in terms of those external details, in 
terms of the meals she eats or the places she lodges. He are given no 
alternative. And we are good at making evaluations based on externals. We know 
th* moment we read the first paragraph of Part Two that Anna's situation has 
^olined drastically: "There were two slices of dark meat on one plate, two
potatoes and some cabbage. On the other plate a slice of bread and a lemon- 
cheese tart" (89). Rhys can intimate the progress of Anna's career simply by 
mentioning the clothes she wears. Initially, Anna wears a black dress because it 

the only dress she owns and it won't show the dirt. After she has become 
Heiter's mistress, Anna wears black because it is attractive on her; in fact, it 

her black velvet dress Anna chooses to wear when she tries to get Halter back 
(81) • attempt fails. Halter leaves, and the dress which was once beautiful
^cornes, like Anna, worn out and tattered (100). Similarly, Rhys can suggest 
m^ne'a utter despair at the end of her voyage merely by observing that Anna has 
^cld the fur coat which had provided the only warmth and comfort she experienced 
ia England (144) .

Having restricted her novel primarily to external rather than internal 
stallsr Rhys seldom articulates Anna's emotions. Instead, she suggests them 
çhXO'îÇ̂  Implicit comparisons and subtle repetitions. Rather than saying Anna is 
^vastated by Halter's rejection, the novel makes a passing comment that Anna, 
who previously had insisted upon the propriety of undressing for bed, is found 
(he morning after the break-up lying in bed fully clothed (84) .* Rather than 
¿ascribing the agony Anna suffers from Walter's insults, Rhys provides Anna's 
(jlKStract and seemingly irrelevant thoughts about pain:

"Don't be like that," he said. "Don't be like a stone that I 
try to roll uphill and that always rolls down again."

"Like a stone," he said. It's funny how you think, "It won't 
hurt until I move." So you sit perfectly still. Even your face 
goes stiff. (43)

Although Rhys has not told us so, we know that Anna's face has gone stiff with 
aain from Walter's insensitive remarks.

Sven when Rhys enters Anna's mind, she rigidly restricts the information^ she 
us and thus Increases our sense of Anna's isolation and alienation. When 

me arm within Anna's mind, whatever is going on around her drops out of the 
Juration altogether, as if it had ceased to exist. Conversely, when the 

focuses on the external world, Anna's thoughts and reactions are 
omitted. It is as if Anna's mind and the external world were mutually exclusive 
wjtd noninteractlng realms.

\

The gap between Anna and her world is mirrored by a similar gap between her 
(¡̂ (jughts and her comments.^ Although Anna desperately and romantically desires to

endearments, in the following passage her actual speech is deceptively 
jmtached and pragmatic:

\\
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He said, "You mustn’̂t be .sad, you mustn't worry. My darling
mustn't be sad."I lay quite still, thinking, "Say it again. Say 'darling' 
again like that. Say it again."But he didn't speak and I said, "I'm not sad. Why have you 
got this soppy"idea that I'm always sad?" (31)

Anna's thoughts are moderately simple and poetic, but they are not stupid. The 
silence of an adjoining room is described as the sound one hears "when you hold a 
shell up to your ear, like something rushing past you," (20). Abstractions are 
turned into concrete objects; the passage of time is compared to water running 
(96). Anna's speech, on the other hand, is awkward and often abrupt. ^She seldom 
initiates a conversation or gives a sustained response to someone else’s 
comments. Her vocabulary, like her sentence structure, is limited. The 
disparity between her comments and her thoughts is representative of Anna's 
alienation from the external world. Language is a tool of communication. It 
confers power on those that can control it. But Anna has no more control over 
her words than she does over her emotions or actions (32). People like Vincent 
make her feel stupid when she speaks (73), until she is driven to protecting 
herself by denying her past and the veracity of everything she says:

"You're a liar," I said. "You didn't know my father.
Because my real name isn't Morgan and I'll never tell you my real 
ncune and I was born in Manchester and I'll never tell you anything 
real about myself. Everything that I tell you about myself is a 
lie, so now then." (107)

Anna's inability to control language effectively reflects her inability to 
profit from the Bildungsroman experience. Her efforts to make sense of the world 
are thwarted as the conventional tools of education are denied her. Anna cannot 
express herself in speech or on paper. Although she never sends her letters to 
Walter (89-90), Anna nonetheless is abused by letters from others - from her^ 
uncle (51 ff.), from Walter (77 ff.), and from Ethel (142 ff.) - all rejecting 
her [add:] requests for money. Language similarly fails her when she turns to 
reading for guidance. Romantic novels (8) and "cosy" advertisements (127), for 
example, do not assist her much. Anna's experience suggests that the truth of 
advertisements lies not in their sentimental pictures nor in their optimistic 
verses, but rather in the "high, dark wall[s]" of their backgrounds (127).
England is a place of enclosures, barricades, and walla. As the disjunctions 
grow between the things she reads and the world she encounters, Anna makes 
references to her reading, until she repudiates readxng altogether (72). If she 
is to come to an understanding of the world, Anna must come to it on her own, 
unassisted by the wisdom and writings of others.

Anna is not only denied the conventional tools of education, but she is also 
unprepared to understand her experiences. The Bildungsroman presumes its 
protagonist has either the skills or the acculturation necessary to profit from 
the maturation process. For example, Stephen Dedalus' resolution to become an 
artist is valid because Stephen possesses the talent and sensitivity necessary to 
be an artist. Anna Morgan, on the other hand, has not the talent, the 
sensitivity, nor the background to enable her to reach an epiphanic vision. Her 
apparently idyllic childhood in the West Indies taught her how to be beautiful, 
but not how to survive. The unsophisticated and unchanging society of Anna s 
youth groomed her for failure in a more complicated environment.^ Anna is lî ®̂ 
her father (79), a man so ineffective in the material world that his estate is in 
shambles at his death. On the island, Anna is caught between cultures;’ raised as 
a member of the white elite, she longs to be black: "Being black is warm and gay, 
being white is cold and sad" (26). Anna's position as an outsider is emphasized 
in her move to England. In contrast to the warmth (61) and color (45) and exotic 
flowers (66) of her childhood island, England is depressingly cold and uniform 
(8, 154). Even its beautiful spots are too domesticated, "[i]t was as if thé 
wildness had gone out of it," (66). The uninviting climate of the country
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parallels the impersonality of the people,* both types of cold produce the same 
pain in Anna's chest (13), a pain her childhood has not prepared her to sustain. 
Indeed, physically Anna is incapable of enduring the vagaries of the English 
climate. Sickness becomes a way of life for her and a symbol of what the 
maturation process does to her. The headaches Anna suffers in childhood (e.g., 
61) metamorphose into the increasingly debilitating illnesses she suffers in 
England, from a cold at the beginning of her relationship with Walter, to her 
abortion and hallucinatory fevers at the end of the book. In fact, Anna becomes 
Incapable of distinguishing between actuality and her feverish dreams:
"Sometimes it was as if I were back there and as if England were a dream. At 
other times England was the real thing and out there was the dream, but I could 
never fit them together" (7-8).

Although Anna is not prepared for England, she is not permitted to return 
home either. She literally cannot go home because her uncle will not help pay 
her passage back (51). She cannot return figuratively because her childhood 
paradise was an illusion that her step-mother destroyed in revealing the 
weaknesses of Anna's father and uncle. Moreover, the Island does not provide 
"the remotest chance of her ever being able to earn any money for herself" (52). 
Having left the shelter of her father's estate, Anna is denied any home. Having 
"renounced 'respectability' - the protection of a father or husband - [Anna is]
... in society's eyes, without a place, illegitimate and therefore fair game for 
the presumptions of men and the vindictiveness of other women."®

Anna is denied a place in any society. Unprepared to profit from her 
experiences, she learns little of benefit about herself or her world. The 
emotional values she possesses are defeated utterly by the economical world they 
encounter. Voyage in the Dark is depressing because the wrong side wins and 
always will win. Anna's values are more honorable and less selfish than those of 
her society, but there is no place for them in the materialistic modern world. 
Happiness is available to i^na only when she is hopeless and utterly resigned:

When he kisses me, shivers run up my back. I am hopeless, 
resigned, utterly happy. Is that me? I am bad, not good any 
longer, bad. That has no meaning, absolutely none. Just words.
But something about the darkness of the streets has a meaning 
(48).

The darkness of the streets ^rvades the book, shading happiness and obliterating 
morality until all vitality and joy are removed from existence. Living in 
England is like living in a coffin, "like being in a small, dark box" (21). Even 
Anna's sexual encounters with Walter do not relieve the moribund state. Their 
evenings together are described not in terms of consummation, ecstasy, 
fulfillment, or fruition, but rather in terms of death. In Anna's reveries, the 
post-coital "Little Death" is specifically linked to physical death and the Four 
Last Things (47). Hope is reduced to the desire for more money and better 
clothes, but "what happens if you don't hope any more, if your back's broken?
What happens then?" (112). The utterly depressing answer of Voyage in the Dark 
is that nothing happens; Anna must "go on living and living and living" (93). 
Although actual death would perhaps be a preferable alternative to her death-in
life existence, Anna is denied that alternative. At the end of the book she must 
confront the grim inevitability of "starting all over again, all over again..." 
(160). Her future is hopeless. Denied a place in society, Anna must nonetheless 
continue to exist. A more determined woman, to borrow Rhys's phrase about her 
own life, would have "earned death."® Indeed, death is the only reward«the 
protagonist of Rhys's' Bildungsroman can ever hope to earn.

In the 1930's when Voyage in the Dark first appeared, the reviewers responded 
to Anna's story with pity. If their readers were willing to grant the propriety 
of a novel dealing with prostitution, the reviewers were willing to treat Anna 
compassionately.^ Anna was a fallen woman, but she was also a "victimized"®
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woman. Sh« was "a bewildered child, infinitely pitiable, made for love and human 
happiness/^ the sport of circumstances and the victim of hypocrites."® Her story 
was the "inevitable" tragedy of ghost-like women "with no roots in life and very 
little reason for l i v i n g . T h e  reviewers could treat Anna generously because 
they associated themselves with the unfallen and righteous of society; beneath 
their compassion was an imperfectly veiled condescension. Unwilling to condemn 
Anna, and unable to accept the inevitable failure of the Bildungaroman in the 
world Rhys portrays, the early reviewers distanced themselves from a painful book 
through pity and even through fantasies of a happier ending:

What is her future? It is dark indeed. And yet, perhaps, the 
clouds will lift. She can never forget her home far away: one 
day she may return there and, in spite of relations who are not 
too friendly, find something like peace. At any rate you hope 
so

In the 1960's, after Rhys's reputation was revived by the B.B.C. production 
of Good Morning, Midnight, the reviewers dropped both the pity and the 
condescension. They talked of the novel critically. Anna was treated as a 
character in a fiction, not as a living representation of destitute women. She 
was no longer singly an outcast, but was allied with much that the reviewers had 
come to value. "... Jean Rhys is pleasing more people now that the reading 
public is gradually adjusting to the uncomfortable truth of her personal 
v i s i o n . T h e  enthusiasm for Rhys in the 1960's led to ongoing, serious critical 
examinations of her works and the issues Rhys raises in creating her "drama of 
dependence and de’feat."^®

Jean Rhys no doubt was writing ahead of her time in the 1930's, but her 
accomplishments and contributions as an artist depend less on her artistic 
innovations, than upon her honest, refusal to compromise the conflicting 
conventions she adopts. Her protagonists fail because the assunptions of the 
Bildungsroman cannot be supported in a world where value is extrinsic.
Unprepared for their experiences and denied conventional tools of education, Anna 
Morgan and her counterparts learn little about themselves or their society^ and 
what they do learn is of no benefit to them. They cannot assume their rightful 
positions because they have none. Emotions, compassion, and innocence are 
handicaps in the economically-oriented world Rhys depicts. The stories end in 
despair and defeat, but in that very despair and defeat Rhys proffers a challenge 
to the Bildungsroman and to a society that acknowledges only monetary worth.
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"I must write. If I stop writing my life will have been an abject failure. It 
is that already to other peopld. But it could be an abject failure to myself. I 

have earned death. Earned death? ... A reward? Yea." Jean Rhys quoted 
by Gabriele Annan, "Turned Away by the Tropics," Times Literary Supplement, 21 December 1979, 154.
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Reflections & Responses

REVISIONARY (POST)MODERNIST PLAUSIBILITIES?
PAUL MONAGHAN'S STAGING OF OBEAH NIGHT AND THE FILM OF WIDE SARGASSO SEA;

A COMMENTARY
Sue Thomas

Writers have seldom given names to the streams in and on which 
desires flow out toward unknown human futures. They are oceans, 
rivers, springs, surges, or simply waters, the endless movement of 
this matter without form. Less often do we read of the Pacific 
Ocean, the Nile, or the Congo. When these names are added, they 
are less descriptive of a site than of a history - desire enters
historical territory, it becomes "political" __(Theweleit 268-269)

The Age Interview with Paul Monaghan about Obeah Night, which opened the 1993 
La Mama theater season in Melbourne, made me very anxious. The first paragraph 
mentioned Amélie cartwheeling "her way into a sinuous erotic dance, thrusting her 
crotch towards her master," and Monaghan told the story of his "fusion of text, 
opera and body movement" (Sullivan 16), which he also directed, from Rochester's 
point of view. There were I began to reassure myself resonances in Wide* Sargasso 
Sea and in Rhys's letters about her writing of it which might offer some 
justification for a "re-vision" of Rochester in Adrienne Rich's sense: an "act of 
looking back, of seeing with fresh eyes, of entering an old text from a new

direction" (35). Readings of Wide Sargasso Sea as Rhys's re—visioh of 
Jane Eyre have after all occluded consideration of her reaching to Othello and 
Heathcliff to make her Rochester plausible,^ an act which situates Daniel as an


